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ABSTRACT
Preparation in education has always been considered a

broad and useful background for persons choosing careers outside
school' settings. To meet-the educational demands of a changing
society, education professionals are needed to design and conduct
training programs, prepare educational materials and consumer guides,
--Provide personal and career counseling, and evaluate program and
personnel effectiveness. A review of many existing programs at
schools, colleges, and departments of education reveals. considerable
diversity in programs offered to education students going beyond the
traditional school-related teacher education curriculum. Many
institutions have expanded their mission to include the preparation
of child care recreation personnel and counselors for a wide range of
community and business settings, as well as programs for allied
health, government and community agencies, busineis and-industry, and
museums. It is becoming increasingly important for schools of
education to widen the career possibilities of education
professionals. (JD)
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As the of a tree spread outward In all
directions from a single source. so teacher
education should branch outward in service to
humanity. Schools colleges. and departments of
education are the source; the specialties of
human services are the many branches.

....._..

Introduction
Responding to emerging professional needs, the

American Association of for Teacher Edu-
cation (AACTE) formed a Commission on Programs
and Projects in 1878. One of the Commission's
first actions to meet these needs was the creation
of the Task Force on Human Services and Teacher
Education.
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The Task Force. convinced that we were in the
vanguard of professional education. enthusi-
astically began its work. Since that time. the Task
Force assumed the role of catalyst in bringing
together many who share common goals and
activities:

The April 1979 statement of Human Services
and Teacher Education. originally distributed
to all deans and other institutional representa-
tives. otentually reached a printing of 15.000
copies. ri14st'itutions requested copies for their
entire faculty: an awareness was created.
The summer 1979 New Deans Conference in-
cluded a major session on Teacher Eclucai ion
and Human Services. It was well attended and
enthusiastically supported.
The New York National Conference. December
1979, on Human Services and Teacher Educa-
tion was attended by over 200individuals. many
of them in decision-making roles in a wide range -
of institutions. Requests for a second confer-
ence have resulted.
The 30 program descriptions received byAACTE
as part of the National Conference revealed a
variety of activities that went far beyond initial
Task Force expectations.
Dialogues at the National Conference shaped
the thinking and sharpened the focus of the
Task Force. Major commitments had already
been made by individuals and institutions.
Substantial attendance at several sessions at
the 1980 AACTE Annual Meeting indicated
continued interest in the topic.

These activities made it clear that we were not
initiating a change; we were describing a dynamic
and maturing movement. Professional educators
had developed programs that had taken them be-
yond the constraints of the phrase "human ser-
vices." They were sponsoring students. activities.
and programs in settings that transcended schools
and human service agencies.

The original statement of Human Services and
Teacher Education was a useful. facilitating state-

ment. li enabled educators to come together both
to share what they had already done and to plan
together what they might do.

This new statement pertains lei -ffi"Ciiext logical
step: the responsibility for education in diverse
settings.
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Text of The Statement
Historically, schools. colleges, and depart-
ments of education ( SCDEs) have accepted
the preparation of educational personnel for
elementary and secondary schools as a major
responsibility. It is now clear that many grad-
uate; of SFDE programs successfully assume

...__educflon-rClated positions in settings other
. Thim:schools. it is also clear that there is an

increasing demand for such personnel
The. acquisition of the knowledge. skills.

and values needed by persons who perform
educational functions comprises one compo-
nent of their training programs. This state-
ment argues that this component legitimately
falls within the domain of SCDEs and that
they should willingly assume full responsi-
bility for it.

Societal Demands
Because....our society is increasingly com-

plex. the need to educate people to respond
effectivelrtirChange and life's problems is
greater now ihin it has ever been. Adults will
make up to a dozen job changes and two to
fourbasic career shifts during their work
lives_ Eaclishift necessitates continuing edu-
cation over the life span. Additionally. of the
more than 60-million job openings expected
in the 1980's. 20 million will be for the new
positions brought about by technological ad-
vances and societal changes.

To meet the educational demands of a
changing society. educational professionals
are needed to design and conduct training
programs. prepare educational materials and
consumer guides. provide personal and career
counseling. and evaluate program and per:
sonnet effectiveness.



The preparation of these educational_pro-
fessionals is the _responsibility of SCDEs.
Preparation in education has always been
considered a broad and useful background
for persons choosing careers outside school
settings.

Almost one-half of today's graduates of
SCDEs are finding positions in local. state.
and federal agencies. in business and in-
dustry. in allied health professions. and in any
number of other fields which involve educa-
tional functions. For example. our grapiAtes
are serving as materials specialists in hos-
pitals. career centers. libraries and museums:
as training and development specialists for
business and industry: as consumer educa:
tion specialists with utility companies: as
drug and alcohol counselors in rehabilitation
centers: as educational researchers and
officers for governmental. community. and
health agencies: and as educational pro-
grammers for television. radio. and news-
papers: and writers for publishing houses.

All too often. acknowledgement of our vital
role in the preparation of these professionals
has been ignored or considered incidental to
our perceived mission. Now it is time for us to
realize the strengths of the generic compe-
tencies provided by SCDEs and to accept and
claim the responsibility of preparing educa-
tional professionals for whatever setting.

Diversity in Programs

A review of many existing programs at
SCOEs reveals considerable diversity. The
common elements include the humanist tra-
ditions in liberal .and general education. a
core of professional studies. and field experi-
ences. Beyond these components. programs
show differences in scope. purpose. and focus.
SCDEs vary greatly. in the kind of programs
they offerby degree levels. organizational
structures. practitioner specialties. and
agency affiliations. They operate under many
different labels.
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These programs go beyond the traditional
school-related teacher education program's
and reflect existing institutional strengths
and local agency/business/industry relation-
ships. For example. many institutions have
expanded their mission to include the prep-
aration of child care recreation personnel and
counselors for a wide range of community
and business settings. Other SCDEs located
near large mental health or correction insti-
tutions have developed programs that re-
spond to the needs of those institutions and
the SCDE interests. Still others have devel-
oped programs for allied health. government
and community agencies. business and in-
dustry. and museums.

The programs differ considerably with re-
spect to internal organization and degree of
responsibility. There are programs which are
developed and operated solely by SCDEs with-
out collaboration of any academic units on
campus. There are also programs which are
developed jointly with other academic units:
for example. a program in juvenile justice is
planned in collaboration with sociology and
law. Finally. there are instances in which the
education unit is only the service provider
for other academic units: for example. educa-
tion provides the service of studies in adult
learning for a program in the school asocial ,
work intended to serve the elderly.

No two programs look exactly. alike: rather.
..
each reflects the strength and resources of\ tlie sponsoring SCDE and the environment
in which it is located. The response to ques-
tions of what programs look like is thus a
complex one. but one in which all committed
institutions can find meaning.

Responsibility of SCDEs

Pedagogythe systematic study of teach-
ing and learningis the major responsibility
of schools. colleges. and departments of edu-
cation. It is and should continue to be our
domain.'Central to the programs of SCDEs

I
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and the work of program graduates. peda-
gogy includes generic content. issues and
themes relevant to the educative process.
such as understanding of settings. teaching

.strategies. curriculum delopment. human
development. small and large group work.
counseling: administration and management
of organizations. and the advancement of
learning.

Teaching and learning cut across a range
of settings. Just as a lawyer practices law in
government. the courts. business and in-
dustry. social agencies. and school, districts_
and a physician praCtices medicine in hos-
pitals. clinics. public health agencies. and
schools. so does the professional educator
practice education in schools. business and
industry. government. corrections institu-
tions. and social agencies. The conceptthe
practice of the profession of education in
diverse settingsis the common element of
the wide range of programs. placements. and
directions central to what we have been term-
ing the human services movement. This new
description resolves previously challenging
issues; e.g., differences between service pro-
viders and educators. determir don of re-
sponsibility and domain. an confusion
regarding the meaning of the p*.trase "human
services."

There is no magic in labels. Some terms.
however. are more conducive to understand-
ing 'than others. We believe that the phrase
education in diverse settings is a facilitating
phrase. an enriching and enabling construct
that will'help us to get on with educating well
and proudly for professional activism in a
needful society.

Figure 1 is a graphic representation of the
relationship of the professional education
function to other functions perforined by per-
sonnel in diverse settings: it suggests the
several components of preparation programs.

As indicated in Figure 1. some of the func-
tions performed by personnel in different
agencies or institutions are specifically re-
lated to the kinds of occupations. some to the
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partirulur agency or institution in which the
individual works. and others to the specific
role performed by the individual. In many
instances. the individualregardless of the
setting in which she or he workswill be ex-
pected to perform' educational functions.

If you view Figure 1 from the perspective of
components- of training programs. you see
that the educational 'Component falls clearly
within the domain of most SCDEs. It is this
component to which this statement is ad-
dressed and which is the responsibility of
SCDEs.

Advancing the Profession

This broader view of the mission of SCDEs
offers a unique opportunity for vigorous crea-
tive action. A study of institution-t-which are
already fulfilling their commitment in a sys-
tematic way reveals essential steps to be
taken. Recognizing that SCDEs now prepare
education professionals across diverse set-
tings is critical. Essential to this step is the
development and implementation ofa system-.
atic and comprehensive follow-up of the
program graduates. There must be commit-
mat by administration and faculty to this
expanded view of the SCDE function. A re-
view of cross-system and cross-field literature
and knowledge of the job market across set-
tings are important elements to incorporate
in needed faculty development programs.

Program development will require collab-
oration among university departments and
with external professional communities and
agencies. It will also require a support and
reward system for faculty involvement and
research . and evaluative measures to main-
tain high quality.

Recognizing our full mission will not
weaken other SCDE programs nor infringe
on them academically or philosophically.
Rather. it offers an opportunity for education
professionals across diverse settings to cap-
italize on their genuine strengths. Moreover.
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it provides for a wider range of career oppor-
tunities for our students. both upon gradua-
tion and in their future professional lives.

Building on Strengths

-In programs which prepare eduction pro-
fesilonals. the most generic competency indi-
viduals acquire is that of enabling human
beings to learn. This generic competency in-
cludes three dimensions: knowledge, skills.
and values.

Along with a content area such as math-
ematics or English. the knowledge base pro-
vided by SCDEs includes knowledge of:devel-
opmental principles. stages. sequences: and
their importance at various stages of the life
span; and principles of teaching and learning
and their application to organizational and
individual needs.

The skill base includes a proficiency in
organization. an ability to use many processes
in enabling individuals to learn, and the
capacity to lead. Proficiency in organization
refers to skills needed for processing and
collecting information. prioritizing, assign-
ing, coordinating, simplifying, managing. re-
viewing. and evaluating. The ability to use
many instructional processes in enabling
individuals to learn includes demonstrating,
questioning. answering, defining. clarifying.
describing. imagining, and conceptualizing.
The capacity to lead refers to skills needed for
initiating. persuading. promoting. solving
problems. eliciting, and inspiring.

The value base includes a sensitivity to
psychological and cultural needs of diverse
populations.sa Valuing of human rights and
social justice. The latter includes the worth
of the person, the right of access to educa-
tion. the responsibilities of organizations,
and the commitment to 'improve society.

SCDEs have the expertise to provide this
body of knowledge and these skills and values



to persons who are preparing to practice
educat ion in a ratioe of mei tinge. And It is t r
responsibility to do so.

Challenge to the Profession
Acceptance of this responsibility by the

educating profession for preparing educators
to practice in diverse settings demonstraies
the maturing of the profession and ensures
vigorous self-renewal for individuals and
organizations. is imocess vital to all life. We live
hi a society of change and evotut ion. in a world
of conflicting perspectives and demands. in
a universe of both uncertainty and opportu-
nity. Education is the primary force enabling
individuals not only to function but to grow
in challenging situations.

Additional copies of this brochure may be
obtained from: AACTE. Order Department.
One Dupont Circle. Suite 610. Washington,
D.C. 20036.

Single copies (1-9) $ _50 each
10-99 $ .40 each
100 and above $ .30 each

Advance payment is required on orders under
810. Postage included on prepaid orders only.
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